
350Hz Metal Pro Diablo™

SKU:

Weight:

Rotor Colour:

Grip-band: 

Counter Unit:

UPC:

Dimensions:

Shell Colour:

LEDs:

Case Qty:

PB588C

357g

Chromed stainless steel

Black

Included

4712470830402

70mm (diameter) x 62mm (height)

Chromed stainless steel

No

20pcs

Sumptious, exciting, luxurious and featuring a flawless chrome-plated stainless steel finish, the 350Hz Metal™ “Diablo”™ 
NSD Powerball® is an ultra desirable NSD Power® ball and will the new 350Hz Metal™ “Diablo”™ will totally redefine your use of 
the word ‘Wow!’

Short Description:

The Magnificent Metal™! The finest product of its kind in the world bar none - the new 350Hz Metal™ “Diablo”™ will totally rede-
fine your use of the word ‘Wow!’

Flawlessly finished in a perfect mirror chrome, this remarkable gyroscope the serious NSD Powerball® enthusiast a spin experi-
ence like no other. Your new 350Hz Metal™ “Diablo”™ is presented in a unique and highly complimentary transparent display case 
to ensure that its beauty remains protected but in view at all times while not in use. All 350Hz Metal™ “Diablo”™ models feature 
our 6 mode Accura V2.0 digital counter and high density rotor as standard - also included are two starting cords and full instruc-
tions plus a comprehensive product guarantee.

Long Description:

-  Perfect for sports (golfers, squash, tennis, fencing, basketball, badminton, archery, cricket etc) fitness, 
rehabilitation (Carpal Tunnel, RSI, Arthritis etc), all disciplines of musicians, and are great fun too!

- Includes Digital Speed Meter to track and monitor scores
- 350Hz™ Powerball® models are individually hand-assembled and are the still the fastest models in the range
- Recommended for 14 years and over

Product Features:
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